Bringing productivity and flexibility to the surgical suite.

The Hilti medical support solution offers

- The ability to quickly adapt operating room suites with the latest technology to attract and retain the best surgical staff
- Large structural plane with modular connections to help ensure surgical suite productivity with minimal down time
- The opportunity to select new medical equipment at the last minute without increasing design and construction costs
- Coordination, organization and support for all equipment (Imaging, Medical Gas, MEP, Data) to minimize future renovation costs
The Hilti medical support solution offers

- Simple solutions to support medical equipment without rework coordination of existing systems
- Ability to maximize operating room productivity with no welding required
- Space for large diffusers and air handling units to allow for more air changes to mitigate risk of infection
On the job.

Projects that have used Hilti Medical Support Systems

Facility: Duke Medical

Facility: St Lukes

Total Healthcare solutions.

Patient Safety
Hilti offers a wide range of HEPA vacuums and clean tools to minimize airborne dust caused by construction, renovation and maintenance activities and assist in ICRA compliance and patient safety.

Healthcare Solutions
Hilti provides industry leading products and services to help you with;
1. Barrier Management – (FIT) to document compliance
2. Dust, smoke, sound, mold and water migration
3. LEEDs certification
4. Technical support for engineering judgments and installation training

With you every step of the way.

Engineering and Custom Services provide solutions for unique application needs
Field Engineers work directly with architects and engineers to provide technical assistance and on-site problem solving
Local Healthcare Specialists are highly trained product and application experts
Fire Protection Engineers provide Engineering Judgments for unique and complex applications
Fire Protection Specialists offer firestop consultation and training